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He said that rank did nct bother him.

If

i.t did, it

-T

was a very minor consideration at the time he
received instructions to
return and become Director of Central Intelligence.
to leave his post in Paris.
he had

ish
to
Hemain
in
Paris

It

was certain.

-Is.

just moved into very pleasant quarters.

He did not wish
Hillenkoetter and

He was in

close touch

with officials whom he had helped to escape from the
Germans.
at Vichy he had been very active"with t}e underground
in
inent Fenchmen across taifrica.
as personal friends,

were now in

While

getting prom-

Some of these men, and he named them
high office.

One in particular could

give him information of the first importance
and was perfectly willing
to do so.
ion

clet

Hillenkoetter was therefore in position to supoly the State

He enjoyed the
Departrnt as- he iad in the days of Bullitt and Lahy.
situation; he did not wish to leave. As he
put it, he was so close to
sources of information.
secret intelligence.

a*

I remarked that he must ha"m enjoyed collecting

His face registered instant response in the

affirmative.

CIG was so uncertain at that time.
agency."

He did feel his inferior rank when head of the
Agency.

in the
3

It was a "civilian

avy he had sat as a junior officer on many boards with

superior of_ icers of the Army, and he had not felt "rank."
head of a civilian agency, the military men made

o o

@

he was their inferior.

/

nim feel often that

Cec aslid

00

1

But when

nClass

-

/

2
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,ary point of view,
gency
-.
for
ar

agenc..

He looked upon the position as DCI from a miliand he still

does.

To him it

was and is

Therefore a military man s hould head it.

If

a "war"

we could look

forward confidently to a period of peace rather than war or the iritation of it,
'e

cold war, Hillenkoetter would see no reason for having CIA.

came back to the subject later on when I ma-e a suggestion with

regard to a permanent central organization,

even with departmental

status.
While we were having lunch I asked him if

it

that there should be a new instrument of government,

Dep .rtmental
Status

were inconceivable
not necessarily

CIA but something like a department or division, cither associated with
the Dep:artment of Defense or the Department of State or independent of

both, with a head responsible directly to the Executive Office.

This

person might have even the rank of a Secretary in the President's
Cabinet.

Hillenko;.tter replied at once: . "No,

status."

But he did consider the possibilities in a permanent organi-

not departmental

zation for the collection and preparation of intelligence.

I gathered

that he was thinking of President Truman's often repeated remark that
he expected the DCI to give 'im personally information which he as
President needed to have.
I surgested then that the. officer,
rank,

or

might be considered comparable eithyr to the Director of the

Budget or the Comptroller General.
M;ilitary
an

whatev:r his title

Hillenkoetter said:

Comptroller," because he is an officer of Congress,
officer.

"Not the

a legislative

We quickly agreed on that distinction but I persisted in

im

followjing the line of the Comptrol]-r's independence of other officers
and denartnntal officials

and of his having long tenure.

Hillenkoetter

focused his thought upon the Director of the Budget as the President's

own officer.
Training
and
T nure

Takin.- that cue,

I said:

":Well,

then, perhaps this

director of intelligence would have some such permancnt status."
Before I got to the point that he might be a civilian,

Hillenkoetter

said that he should have long tenure but that he should have military

training.

HillE.nkoetter is

tary man, not a civilian.

convinced that the DCI should be a miliBut he might hold office for a period of

ten to fifteen years.
In this connection I asked Hillenkoetter if he knew of that

recommendation in Souers'
-

report of June 7, 19L6 with regard to

"coordinated representation."

This h.id to do with investigation of

kepresentation the needs of the departmental intelligence agencies and recommendations

Rersetton
for the
Departments

to Congress with regard to their-budgets:
-

Souers' conception was that

the Director of Central Intelligence might use the powers of inspection
for the benefit of the agencies.

If the Central Intelligence Agency

became fully established and accepted by the several departments,
it
could handle the whole problem of intelligence within the Government
for the benefit of the departments as well as itself.
illenkoetter did not understand what Souers'
had never seen Souers' report.

At first

idea was.

Hillenkoetter

But as we talked, Hillenkoetter said

that he could see how it might develop along those lines.
I spoke of the British system which se ms to me much more
comoact and articulated.

The reason of course is that the American

deDartments are more rivals than friends, at least so it seems to me.
c then talked of the possibility that some day this intelligence
xperts
for the
Departments

organization might be so entrenched that its director could control
the supply of experts in intelligence and for all

practical purposes

assign them to the several intelligence agencies of the departments.
This amused Hillenkoetuer.
take a long, long time.

I could see that he believed that it would
In fact, I think, he did not consider it

practical.
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His interview with Donovan in the spring of

19h7 was

primarily to get advice on personnel, men who had worked in OSS and
Interview
nith
Donovan

might be a-'ailable for CIA.

Hillenkoetter did not give me any names.

I did not ask for them as it

was hardly relevant to our discussion.

But he also talked about functions.

conversation with Donovan.
strenuous arguments,

? did not remember much of the

He has since had many which often become

he said, as -they do -not agree in regard to the

mixture of guerrilla warfare and clandestine intelligence.
This led us to talk about Donovan's principles and I showed
Donovan'

him the letter

Principles

to the Director of the Budget in August 1945.

-lance made Hillenkoetter quite familiar with them.
Donovan's principles were about 7-

One

He said that

action, economic and physical sub-

version, guerrilla tactics anrd the rest collection of secret intelligence.
Guerrilla
Tactics

But he himself felt and still does, that guerrilla tactics

should b; kept as far away from clandestine intelligence as possible.
I asked if

they should be "over in

the Department of Defense."

He

replied that they certainly should not be in the Central Intelligence

Mency.

Apnarently h: is watching the present dev;elopment with con-

siderable interost and although he does not wish
the present DCI any
hard luck,

he feels that his own reluctance to engage in

warfare and its

psycholorical

related activities ha; been -ore than justified by

subsequent events.
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President Truman said to him again and a.ain:

looking to you to get information for me.
Truman

on the
Departmental
Chiefs

other fellows think."

"

I do not care what those

This was of course a reference to the IAB, the

chiefs of intelligence, who were annoying Hillenkoetter
as they had
Vandenberg.

The answer to my question was decidedly no.

The

President had no expectation that he should wait
upon the chiefs'
currence.
Advice

on the
Bud-et

I an

con-

At this juncture I asked if he had even taken them
into his

counsel when considering budgetary matters.
had done so,

He said, "Never."

it would have spoiled everything.

If he

Matters of finance

were none of their. business and were never considered
to be so, evi-

dently even by them. I remarked that this of course
cut the ground

"All
Re con-

mendations"

from under th:eir contention that they were to consider
"all" recomnendations to NIA or NSC before the DCI made them.
that I was correct.

Hillenkoetter replied

The Advisory Board never had any right. to discuss

financial matters or similar affairs of the Director.
to ask him in this connection if
It

does not seem to me that it

I did not think

the same were true of his personnel.

was; the Agency like the Group was

dependent upon the Departments for
a considerable number of its
at least until after

NSCID 1 was in full operation.

staff,

Pare 7.

Limitation
by the
A ct of
Congress

under the Security Act than under the President's Directive.
that
in

He said

the President could change his directive anytime
he wished,

even

a verbal order, because he had the right of interpretation
of his

own statements.
theme in
Power to
Initiate

I asked him how the Director's nwer was more limited

But I demurred somewhat and endeavored to develop the

the concept that the DCI was gigren by law the power to initiate;

that.is, he has the specific authorization by Congress
to make reconLendations to the National Security Council.
ground.

But Hillenkoetter stood his

He was not willing to concede that there was any range of

discretion comparable to the President's under the Constitution.
Ranse of
Discretion

course Hillenkoetter is

Of

correct in his view of the President's power.

But I still think that he failed to see the potentiality in
the
initiative which Congress gav-e to the Director.

We went from this discussion to exchange of views with re-ard
to the nature of the Na;ional Security Council.
is a political body.

To Hillenkoetter it

The Secretary of a Department, he said, is so

busy that he simply cannot know everything there is to be
known about
The Council

the matter before the Council.

a
Political

his "boy."

Fody

He therefore is certain to call upon

In briefing the Secretary the expert under him has the

opoortunity accordingly to fix his opinion for all practical
purposes.
Thus you go from the chief of intelli

ence who disagrees with the DCI

through th.o Se cretary back to the chief of intel.lise-ce for
advice to
the

Influence
by the
Chiefs of
Intellicence

WCI.

I presented the view tat

the

N:ational

Security Council as a

policy-makin? board w.s su-posed to be "quasi-judicial."
agreed that it

Hillenkoetter

might be so designed but he stuck to his point that
in

oractice t;.e Secretaries are too busy; with other
erly informed on a particular question.

call in their experts and,

atters to be prop-

Ho- insisted that the: -. ould

consciously or otherwise,

their own thin:ing by those men.

(I

be governed in

should have this in rind wnen

wc

come to the Mcdarney Report.)
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We had already distinguished collecting from c:sti-

mating with respect' to the Advisory Committee.

Estimating

by the
Advisory
Committee

The point is

that col-

lecting and other functions are administrative functions for which the

DCI is primarily and almost exclusively responsible.
making budgets he is

exclusively responsible.

In the case of

But estimating is

some-

thing else, and in this function the IAC from the beginning has had a
greater share.
There

This is

to be seen in the first directive of NIA.

is no question but that the representatives of the several

departments purveying the materials of intelligence have a share in
arriving at the final product.

The problem is

Hillenkoetter's posit ion, as he presented it

still

unsolved.

again in this interview,

has remained unchanged regardless of what may seem to be possible
interpretations of statements from time to time.

I refer here to a place in the "Comments"
Report where it

seemed as though Hillenkoetter agreed to joint prepa-

ration and implied equality in estimating.
"Comments"

Com- ent s
of the
Agency
on the
Dulles Report

on the Dulles

He himself

made the

from reports of his various Assistant Directors and others

whom he asked to exoress their views,

and from his onm ideas.

He took

these reports home with him and put them in their final form as the
"Commnts."

This paper was the answer to the Dulles Report.

He was

resnonsible for it, and still wishes to be considered as solely

'illenkoetter' s

3esponsibility responsible for it.
in estimating.

In it, pa-e 16,

he did nct mean to imply equality

Joint preparation meant participation by the chiefs of

intelligence but his was the final individual responsibility for the
estimate iss>ued by CIA.

His view with resnect to estimates,

ther-fore,

has always been that the DCI must take the ultimate responsibility,
after of course considering the views, the evidence, the facts as
presented by the* several departments and agencies concerned.
Hillenkoetter gave an example from his own experience under
Nimitz
and
illenkoetter

Admiral Nimitz.
strength on Attu.

It

seems that he submitted a report on Japanese
The admiral in command of the task force however

submitted an estimate which maintained the Japanese had about ten
times more strength there.

:-Hil

Decision

his facts, but "stood pat."

from

Fact

do.

According to

At Nimitz'

order Hillenkoetter reexamined

Nimitz asked what he thoughtNimitz

illenkoetter, he said:

I am sure of my facts."

closer to the scene.

hould

"Sir, yours is the decision.

The admiral in command,

said Nimitz,

was much

Hillenkoetter replied that to the best of his

knowledge the strength of the Japanese was 2500 men, not 25,000.
Nimitz made up his own mind, reroved the officer from conrand of the
task force, and ordred his successor to complete the operation on the
basis of the facts pres nted by Hillenkoetter.

This was told tc TIm with

entir: modesty simply as an illustration of individual responsibility.
imitz had to make the decision.

The stress was on the "facts" as

distinguished from the "views" of the participants in the decision.

The application of this formula to the function of making
national estimates out of departm:ntal intelli

ence is

that the esti-

mating staffs working for the Director must synthesize all
on a factual,
National
Estimates

so.

objective basis.

The capricious,

concurrence or dissent.

proper consideration in

Hillenkoetter felt

Process

very likely to get into the process.

In

short,

buigets and their need for more plans or guns or ships when they offer
an opinion in

The
Fact- Pinding

they do not do

representatives of the armed services will be thinking of their own

Particular
Interest

however,

the irrelevant, the particular interest of the

contributing agency is
Opinions
from
Bias

In practice,

the materials

The merits hardly ever get

complete detachment.

That is

why,

I gathered,

that the Director of Central Intelli-ence must take

the ultimate resnonsibility.

He did not confuse this fact-finding

process with the function of the policy-maker.

His story about Uiriitz

illustrates the statement. : The Director must present a considered as
well as concerted estimate.

But -he must -never get over the line into

policy making on the basis of that estinate.
From this discussion we went to the memorandum I had before
Coimon

him with regard to services of common concern to the agencies.

Concern

Hillenkoetter agreed that in this sense CIA is a servant.

Then we

discussed the next idea that the Agency is engaged in the services of
common responsibility by the agencies.

That is

to say, the

agencies

togeth-r have a duty to perform for the benefit of the policy makers.

"Corrmon
Hillenkoetter liked the phrase "common responsibility."
lesnonsibility"
tion is

Its implica-

of course that the agencies must work together for the benefit

of the national interest.

We did not discuss the pos-ibility that in

this circu-stance the Director should defer to the cormmon resDonsil.;ility

as "collective responsibility."

Naithcr one of us had the answer.

he practical matter is that t .e departm-ntal agencies have had to
think of CIA in that manner.
It was about at this point that he reached into his desk
dra;:er and brought out President Truman's letter to him as he returned
to sea duty October 10, 1950.
Truman
and His
Replacement

Hillenkoetter way obviously pleased

with the letter, particularly for its commendation of his service to
"the national interest rather than that of any particular group."
is evidently fully aware that he was replaced.

He

He took care to tell

me that he had put in for sea duty six months before he left.

But at

no time in our conference has he attempted to conceal the fact that he
was investigated and criticized.
He is
Interference
with
Internal
Organization

fully aware that both the Dulles and Mc:arney Reports

went rather far in
Agency.
pleased.

After all,

interfering with the internal organization of the
he was entitled to have

"ICAPS"

or not, as himself

He agreed with my suggestion that such direction by the

-ational Security Council verged on the "illegal." He did not wish to
call it

illegal,

for the NSC had the power to direct him.

I renarked

The Intention

of
Congress

that of course the Council could direct him with regard to policy; but
that as I read the Act, Congress did not intend that the Council
should ha-.rc authorization to force him into changing the internal
mec hanismn o_ his organization e-ccent as the Council assigned him
"other functions and duties."

(Section 102 d

5)

agree but he obviously did not wish to criticize.

I understood him to

?a-e 10.

He -lanced at the

naional intelligence

Ar^?:'trong
for the
ftat.e

Armstrong- letter concernin-

and the right of insnection.

I renarked that it

seemed to me that .rmastrong must have changed his position by

Lhe su.-

mer of 19h9 when he was pres:ntina "State's lour Problems."
Hillenkoetter said that Armstrong had chan-ed very shortly after he
had taken charge in place of Eddy.

Be did not indict Armstrong.

He

sinoly said that Armstrong had changed his position, probably under
instructions.

illenkoetter was interested in Houston's theory that

Xrmstrong was seeking to get the DCI to use his right of inspection to
help Armstrong in the State Department against the heads of geographical .iesks who were opposing him as they had McCormack.

Hillenkoetter

thought it possible but said that it was not very long before Armstrong
was doing as the State Department wished him.

Webb told Hillenkoetter

that they would never let him make inspections over there.
Uith regard to his revocation of the right to be executive

revocation
of the

R-ight
of
Executive
A-ent

-.

agent of the Secretaries,
of intelligence

Hillenkoetter said that. he found the chiefs

very angry with Vandenberg.

Hillenkoetter talked

them and with the Secretaries and Admiral Leahy.

with

Leahy in particular

said that he hi-tsclf did not wish to interfere but that if
Hillenkoetter wanted to give up the provision Leahy would support him.
.andenberg had never used his power.

:e talked at so-.e lenzth of my

'taterment

in

meetin7.

They were accustomed to converse

Chanter "I.

I did not havr it

secre:tary set dcun the conclusions.
diferently

in

cuite as Leahy spoke

in the

informally and then ha-e the

But they often put t'-n*s

th, course of their conversation.

:uie

That Leahy really

Laaid,
Position

acco'dinrg to i-dlleni:oettcr' s

_oul
yet,

out if the oth:.r n:n a-recd t;at

to him;

-i'ht

-;.o along
it

is

in.:ory, was that it

with them.

~his is

se:med

1l

they should reokc,

much softer than I had it.

he

nd

true that Leahy saw no reason for abandonin,- the poition.

He rccalled in nTy interview on July 3,

19;2 that it

was a good idea to

'ave the Director in a position of strong and individual resoonsibility.
I am right in

sayin;g that,

as he gave up the provision,

"illenkoetter had no intention to reverse Vandenerg' s policies.
illenkoetter was tryin" to reduce temperatures and reno-e hard feelin's.

In the same spirit

through.

The
Eleventh
Tirective
of

"

It

he let

the Eleventh Directive of "!?LA"

may have been, he said, a "bit

go

of chicanery" on his part;

they were possibly giving "some candy" to the chiefs of
intelli-ence,
but he and his suoporters certainly knew that the Directive did not
hind them after the National Security Act's section 303 came into
hIA"
operation.

Probahly, he said,

the other -fellos knew it

the time he probably hoped that they did not.
not withhold apnroval.

also.

But at

I asked him why he did

His answer was that he wanted to smooth things

over until they got the new directives and the new organization under
the statute.

He felt that the DCI was more limited but also more

secure in hs position.

The President could expand or contract the

DCI's authority as the President saw fit before Congress passed the

statute.
:oa 11's
L tter
for

the

He could no longer do this.
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notion.

It was the Royall letter which set Hillenkoetter in

Ha called it

of the letter.

It

the "trigger."

He went to Forrestal upon receint

so hancned that the Bush letter

came along to add.

weight and to give

illenkoetter an even better argumnt w-hen he met

the chiefs of intelli-ence a-ain on December 1',
ing

after the famous .

with Forrestal som^etim'e between 2ov.:mber 26 and D)ecemoer 8.

whole affair had not come out of a "clear sky."
The Yeeting

of telephoning and conversation.

ot-

Tis

There had ben

s

He was in daily contact with Souers

by telephone or in personal conference.

It was inevitable therefore

that he should be called in by Forrestal for the "briefing."
As Hillenkoetter reconstructed the scene for me,

Forrestal

sat at the head of a long table with the chiefs of intelligence along
Those

one side, Chamberlin, Inglis, and ]cDonald or Cabell. (It was McDonald

Present
accordin- to Cabell.

But he attended the meeting on December 8.

Hillenkoetter
does not remember which one of them represente
were also present P.oyall,

he Air Force.

Sullivan, Syiington and Souers.

There

Someone was

there from the State Department but Hillenkoetter does not remember
that it

was Armstrong.

doubtful.

It

could have been

Ne

b though

Armstrong or his representative was more likely to be there

with the members of the TAC.

Anyway, Hillcnkoetter stood at the oth r

end of the table before a chart and an cagle,

and e:Colained the organ-

ization which he had in mind under section 303.
Forrestal
to
Inglis

Then he had finished

Forrestal asked for no opinions but turned to the chiefs of intelligence and said, according to Hillenkoetter's

and
Chamberlin

that seams

going to interfere with this thing.

says.

It

Do you both understand that now?"

of the last question.

It

is

renory:

"You are not

going to run as

Hillenkoetter

Hillenkoetter is quite sure

was aimed at In lis

and Cham erlin.

The

1

Gen:ral from the

..ir

Force was not in the line of fire.

In::lis said to Hillenkoetter,
us like a couple of plebes.
I as:ed Hillenkoetter if
t'at

ho did.

He said:

Page 13.
be.n blurred.

according to his memory:

"He talked to

I ;uess that makes us your servants now."

he remembered this well.
"It

.afterwards,

was a great

He was

qite

surc

onoment in my life."

Hillenkoetter agreed that the issue over "ICAPS"

He understood that "ICAPS"

had

was Vandenberg's own staff

and had never been anything else until the departmental chiefs
"ICAPS"
and the
Standing
Comiittee

insisted upon treating "ICAPS"

and their representatives associated

with it as subject to their control.

I asked Hillenkoetter what

became of his recommendation of September 18, 1947 with regard to
"ICAPS"

and the "Standing Committee."

He replied that nothing effec-

tive was done about that.
Page
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Then we came to scientific intelligence.

I asked

what i. was that held up his development.of OSI, and proper relationships with AEC on the one hand and RDB on the other.

Hillenkoetter

said that the chief problem was to get scientists, the people whom he
wanted.

First rate scientists do not wish to"take the veil."

ie had

tried to get the man who at present heads Brookhaven but had been
unable to do so.
'6),000

a year job with one of the big businesses and an unlimited

e-:pense account.

The
Difficulties
of
S cientific
Intellicence

Another person whom he did not mention by name had a

He could not afford to come to CIA.

But it

is

that

type of person whom CIA really needs to handle its scientific intelli-ence.

Oth-;rs who worked during the war wished to leave the

Government.

16

I asked if

there could not nerhaps be a scientific center

comparable to the research center at MIT.
that the scientist must be here,

on the spot,

the meaning of the cryptographic messages.
;enius ir

"illenkoetter's reply was
in order to understand

He does not have to b. a

research; he does have to be an e-mert in

analysis to catch

th:t meaning of some message which no one else without his knowledge
would comprehend.

Hillenkoetter told me of an endeavor with AEC to

arrange for decoding the cryptograms and transmitting the "gist" to CL.
But the security officers would not allow such a procedure,
reason that the material was too sensitive.

It

for the

was necessary for the

person to be there himself and run the material through his own mind.

I have not put this in the proper language but it

is

about as I under-

stood Hillenkoetter to explain it.

III!I(

He said that there-was. on the part of G-2 or any other group
no specific opnosition to the development of OSI in the Agency.
felt

I

that I had not obtained the whole story, not because he was

reluctant to tell me but because I did not comprehend the details.

He

said that he was in frequent touch with Vannevar Bush who had an

office nearby.

I spoke of the letter from Bush to him in the spring

of 19u8 saying that the relationship between the Ag.ncy and the RU7

was inadequate.
the matter.

In

But Hillenkoetter did not have much more to say u-ron
closing he presumed that we are still

I asked about Chadwell and Clark.
that they h.- d a difficult task.

having difficulty.

He was noncommittal beyond saying
The inference is

not to be drawn that

he considered them more to blame than anybody else.
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Pale 1- - 16.
August,

I recalled the proposal from CIA in

1947 to the Joint Chiefs of Staff with regard to membership

The Joint Intellience Comittee.

I said that I had written,

agreed.

case the Director were a civilian.

and I read part of it

amounted to having two DCIs.

in

Hillenkoetter remembered the plan

for the Deputy Director to attend in

Membershio
in the
Joint Chiefs

July and

to him,

It seemed absurd to me.

that this

Hillenkoetter

But, he said, the military men would be willing to have another

of Staff
military man attend the mectin:'.

Still, he could hardly report back

to his civilian chief what he had learned.

ThE net result would be

nothing except his owm increased information.
This led us to Hillenkoetter's plan for Gneral Todd's mem-

bership in I-C.

I asked him if

tie letter to G:neral Gruenther

it were expected at the time he wrote
that he himself would hav. a place in

the Joint Intelligence Commit'et of JCS.
cussing it.

The Foot

He said that they were dis-

I read the sections -which I'have written on that matter,

particularly the part which speaks of his taking the place of OSS at

of the
Table

the foot of the table.

Hillenkoetter smiled.

for The
Director

would be his location.

His thought on the whole matter, however,

He knew very well that

quite apparently was that any arrangemant which he could make for
maintaining the contact would be wise to make.

It

was evident that he

was willing to 'ut himself in an inferior position, although as DCI he
ual
*latus
in
LaW

was entitled to e:;uality with the Joint Chiefs themselves.

I remarkcd

that they w:re the military advisers to the President as he was the
intelligence adviser to the President and the Council.
assented.

He readily

But he did not make any argument azainst the Joint Chiefs.

is

th'n~king,

I sunnose, was si, ila

to that

li-eFnce chiefs in the summer of 19L7.
et,

ih

r'a:

d to th

in-.l-

He should take what he coald

.n1 be patient.
iage 1. - 17.

le talked a while about 0.

I as.kcd him if

there was any great reason for distinguishing the kinds of intelli:-.nce

r.inds
of
Intelligence

according to basic,

current, national,

-nd so on.

He replied that

they were useful distinctions but that current intelligence of course

could be national.

Then I said that I t':ought the whole business

about "staff" intelligence was just so much "hokum."1

He laughed and

said yes; when you want to keen something to yourself you claim that
"Staff"
Intelligence

it is

"staff intelligence."

This recalled to him the controversy

betw-en the Navy and the Air Force over the control of air intelligence.
1161

tled.

He said that so far as he knew,

the issue had never been set-

I replied that Secretary Forrestal had written a letter

in

January 19U8 to designate the Air Force as the one with "primary
inter~st," but also

N~avy
and

said that the Navy might continue to provide

itself with this "staff intellitence."
continuing to do so.

Air Force

issue.

In other words, Forrestal did not settle the

He simply sidestepped it.

adopted after his letter.

tie Air Force were still
of course,
oeting.

It

Hillenkoetter said they were

I remarked that NSCIDs 2.and 3 were

Yes, said Hillenkoetter, but the Navy and

bickering over air intelligence.

that neither one has exclusive control and
is

o

This means,
they are con-

unnecessary duplication.

Pare 18.

And then we caime to NSC 1;-A.

followed the work of S'NCC.

Yes,

he had,

I asked him if he had

through the renorts of

?alversen.
?sycholo -ical
Warfare

Did he agree with Gil loway against mixing "SI" and "0"?

He most decidedly oprosed involving the collection of secret
intelligence with operations.

He could not recall his memorandum of

September 2h, 1947; but he blieved that I have th:: right presentation.
He was op,)osed,
'30V/11"

and he expressed his oninion when the

came to start nroceedings at once with re-ard to a covrt

psychcloYical organization.
take over the function.

"NSC h-A"

Council.

Da)cr knowm as

Hillenkoetter did not wish to have CIA

He was forced to do so by the action of the

He remembered something of the drafting of this directive

under NSC h-A but not in great detail.

He agreed that possibly he had

left the details to liright at that time because he himself was
absorbed
with the

-

NSCIDs and the IAC.
I asked him what the organization was which he established in

Special

Procedures

030 under Galloway.

He..said that they set up a foreign information

Group
in

branch and looked for persons to-staff it, although he
was most reluc.

"050"

tant to involve clandestine intelicnce with
sort.

uerrilla actions of any

3

-

omewhere in thtis exchange of questions and answers I

Connection

with the
inserted the inquiry if
Dulles Survey
-

there had been any connection between the

activity of the Dulles Survey

N=C 10-2.

group and the shift from ISC b-A to

Hillenkoetter- replied that there wa- no connection.

othcr words,

In

the.eyolution of NSC 10-2 ovt of ISC L-A, as he saw it,

was independent of the general investigation of CL although Rennan
was interested in both.
The State.
Denartment
and the

The point is

here,

I take it,

that the Depart-

rent of State and Dep..-rtment of Defense were not satisfied with having
a covert nsychological organization so closely under the control of

iational

_litary
Establi"hment

CI.

The-- wished to run it.

charge.
CL

But neither wanted the other to take

Thev h d to find sme arrangement in which they narticinated.

was caught between then and subjected to
The record shows that there was lci:

illenkoetter, ':aright and C!llow;ay-.

nunishment by both.
of confidence in

But there was also rivalry and

conitention between the State Tenartment and the National

ilitary

" stabrliThprent.

control.

The State Departm'2nt wished to have its

1r. 'isner

'.-nnan's man.

Forrestal wa- still
"he

came oer

from the

state

own man in

enartm=:nt in

19 8 a=

"Defense" acceoted the aonointment at that ti"-.
in

charge.

H. cc.mitted suicide >y

22,

19'9.

situation w s different in the summer of 1929 when the reunion of

covert operations and secret intelligence was directed b: the Council.
Hillenkoetter discussed this consolidation later.

Page 19.

.
Disagreement
with
Donovan

From the ore1fous discus-ion we turned again to the

question w', ther or not, if given his choice, Hillenkoetter would ever
involve

intellience with operations.

He said that he ha'

talked often

w.ith General Donovan and o. this matter they were in perfect disagreement.

From Hillenkoetter's point of view he would have "09S0"

and so well organized that it
deoosited in

another.

to the Pentagon.
choice.

conact

might be lifted out of one agency and

But Hillenkoetter himusilf would not move "SI"

He would Pove "0PC".

H.. had not been given his

He had been "overridden" by his bosses in the National

"'0C"
to te

Securit'

renta-on

him to say that Kennan was one of the primary instigators.

Council.

I asked him if

Kennan were back of it.

I understood
I then as'd

why they insisted upon using CIA end nominal responsibility of ':lisn-r
to th^

DCI.

want "OPC"
Cover
and
Funds

it

Hillenkoetter replied that it

was for cover.

They did not

in either State or Defense and so they put it in CIA.

failed they could disown it.

If

But they did want to control "OPC"

and

:o they practically forced the DCI to accept direction from State and
Defense with regard to "projects."
said Hillenkoetter.

There was an additional reason,

CIA was popular with Congress at that time.

It

could :-et money from Congress more easily than the State Department.
Page 20-21.

Hillenkoetter again declared that he made a

His
"mistake" in the Bogota affair. He would not make it again of course,
".istake"
in the
and that was that. We talked then about Brown's statement in the
sbBog ota Afair
comittee with regard to the intention of Congress not to give any

agency the right. to censor CIA.

-This led Hillenkoetter to recall that

after the meeting Brown took particular Dains to say that he sorry
Brown's

hnark
on

Publicity

that Hillenkoetter had been given. such unfair publicity.

In

words, someone had misrepresented the situation to Brown.
Hillenkoetter became reticent.
the unpleasant publicity.

other

Here

I asked him if he knew who had caused

He ouietly replied:

"Yes, I do know."

was a person in the State Department who had connections

It

with anoth- r

unnamed p-rson in C-2.
It

seems that the yezar before,

when Hillenkoetter w-.Fs takin-

office and Vandenberg leaving, the two o_ them wrote a letter
one in the

to some-

'ar Department practically demanding that a certain

One

Source
of

clandestine oporation for collecting intelli7. nce in G-2's jurisdiction
oe stoned.

n -ity

Tha unnam:ed person th-ere had e:-:pended about

n ith r

Vandenberg

mot its

money's worth.

nor HIillcnkotrer
Besides,

750,000;

thought that the Government had

the activity was an infrinmei;i.nt uion

clandestine intelligence suprosed to be reserved to CL..
their letter

that if

The-y said in

the activity did not cease,

they would take the

oractice,

was stop ed; but

matter to the Secretary.

The

I believe,

the enmity resulting from the interference by Vandenberg and
Hillenkoetter caused the publicity.
on bohalf of his as-ociate in
tile

material.

the Army, gave out a good deal of hos-

I remarked that I thought I might know who it

Hillenkoetter looked steadily at me.

the State Denartment.
Peter Vischer?"

The man in the State Department,

It

was in
"Tas

it

was.

I asked him if .the.-i;carney report were intended to be an
independent co!menar'.
Origin
of the
McIarney
cnort

I had noted that, ;c arney took exceptions to

some of the Dulles findings.

Hillenkoetter said no; it

was written

because Secretary Johnson claimed that he did not have tire

eithe;r the Dulles Report or Hillankoetter's "Comm:ents."
got General McNarney to do the reading for him.
senting the State Department,

As Hillenkoetter put it,

ne e-

The

Johnson only; it

;'r. Humelsine,

repr*-

"He barely said yes and he

'c.arney report was originally intended for

becam:e,

as Johnson presented it

basis for action by the Council.
cize the

And so, he

therefore se-ms to have been merely a

silent partner.
said no."

to read

to the Council,

the

Hillrnkoet-cer did not wish to criti-

proc!dure, but it was apoarent to me that he was not plcned

.ith Johnson's behavior.

As for the Eberstadt investigation of 19L' and renort,

Investi-_ti on
in luence
by

.erstadt

H-!

to say.

1Tillnkoetter had little

did not recall that it

on the changes in the :agerncy.

had ^uch

Eberstadt did not make: t"e

same kind of investi-ation t'hat the Dulles Groun made,

lie took t:eti-

mony and seemed to prefer to "pat them on the back" rather than to
I "athered that Hillenkoetter had paid relitively li':.le

criticize.

att-ntion to the

berstadt Report.

view of the furore which the Dulles

Thi- would have be. n natural in
Report caused.

Then we came to the delay in the sum :er of 191:9 over consoliIt was not Defense but th_ State

OPC

dating OSO,

Deoartment which stopped their co-.solidlation
Division.
The Failure
of the
Doerations

Di-ision

in an Operations
I asked why it

The "FMI" had nothing to do with it.

that State should object.

The

answer was that State and Defense

was
could

not a!-ree with regard to the man who should head the new organization.
State would not ac;cept Schow,
accept lisner of OPC.

the head of OSO,

and Defense would not

Neither nominated anyone else.

Hillenkoetter

thought that the feud between Johnson and Acheson had something to do
with the situation.
should

He had already expressed his conviction that there

:ot be any such consolid.ation.

To him OPC should have been out

in the Pentagon as essentially a military operation.
m :j!-.y

he agreed to the move for consolidation.

sane iressure by the Council as in the fall of
'7elled to undertake psycholo:ical

revr.

o-+

He was under much the

19,? when h, w-s com-

warfare a-ainst his own jud:-nent.

State' s "Four Problems" (19h9)

(1950)

I did not as:

and the "'!ebb Staff Spudy"

of the Dulles and EcNarney renorts.

To Hillenkoetter

"

%'

Defense_

in

i+. wae

a stru-ggle for co-jer betweein S.,ate and

Defense.

Armstrong waF

simly. onerating for his chief ir the State Deport:.:nt.

hi

ground long since vith resnect to c-7timatcs.

"

PCAS"
ias

He had sitted

The role playo;

'y

Ccllaboration
r:laTivo y ninor.

IL war a "whipninr' boy."

h.ad re-ally no determin _g force.
n:rt.
:ist

I asked about -cneral

Hill nkoetter was reti-ent.
to s--eak a-ainst Gen ral

It

cue to ask about soncathin

-agruder.

He nut ne off with the remark

under
Pres-ure

tolarding
horca

It

.as

does that the estimating which

was bci n^ done in CD. was in many cases,

Estinating

Korea.

else.

Millenkoet er felt and still

doU.

lagruder's

was obvious that he did nct

that the General was a sick man; he; had lost a son in
.y

Its inc-titud

perhaps

mo-t cases, well

I said in the course of the discus~fon th:kt one point of view

hld by m,.:n of experience her: was that no n.tional estinates weC
made in

those da:s, meaning coordinated departmental intulligence.

the other hand,

th-ere was a group who held that ii

th

w -re, not national

estimates t-ey were certainly renarkably accurate forecasts
ev-ntually harened.
their work.

It

Cn

of what

illenkoetter said "yes," and he was "aroud" of

was very pleasing: to have been so accurate particularly

.ith rcrLd to Korea.
As for the ~:;ebb Staff Study itself,

share in

it,

Hi. llnkoctter'l

anart from

exulanation was tat

aft.=r

i:aeruder's

2
ys-i:s'

lis

Defense told him what was afoot, h:- and his associates i- the Ag:ency
)raction
to the
"ebb
plan"

took a= e-:tremo
know,
thins

a novition as they could.

so that if
we wished.

F, said: "We did this,

we a,ked for ten wo might he a.le to get eight of
In

other words,

you

the

they were in a fight for power and

they knEw it.

They had thruot at then the phrase "collective

rcnonsibility. "

They thrw back "indi"idual statutory resonsibility

under the~i.ct of Conires-.
to ask any

I had not studied the "'lebb Plan" encu-h

iurth:.r questions at the ti:e.

:c had been talkingr
so I '.ithdrew.

since ten.

It

was nearly! three o':lock.

He had another apointnent soon,

and

ter, R.H.

Source: Hillenkc
in the Historic&-

file

Staff files.
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Hillenkoetter to Darling (Second Interview),

.2 December 1952.

n. 24:
As for the Eberstadt investigation of 1948 and report, Hillenkoetter
to sayl

had little
in

the Agency.

He did not recall that it

Eberstadt did not make the same kind of investigation that the

Dulles Group made.

He took testimony and seemed to prefer to "pat them on the

back" rather than to criticize.

I gathered that Hillenkoetter had paid relatii

attention to. the Eberstadt report.

ly little

had much influence on the changes

This would have been natural in

view of the furore which the Dulles Report caused.
Then we came to the delay in the summer of 1949 over consolidating OSO,
It was not Defense but the State Department which sto:

OPC

ped their consolidation in an Operations Division.

The "FBI" had nothing to d

I asked why it was that State should object.

with it.

The answer was that St

and Defense could not agree with regard to the man who should head the new org
ization.

State would not accept Schow, the head of OSO, and Defense would not

accept Wisnerof OPC.

Neither nominated anyone else.

Hillenkoetter thought

that the feud between Johnson and Acheson had something to do with the situati
He had already expressed his conviction that there should not be any such consolidation.

To him OPC should have been put in the Pentagon as essentially a

military operation.
tion.

I did not ask him why he agreed to the move for consolid;

He was under much the same pressure by the Council as in the fall of

1947 when he was compelled to undertake psychological warfare against his own
judgment.

